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NESTLINGS: SHOOTING CZECH PREJUDICES

1. Who are the Czech Roma and what di"erences are there among them?

Roma have been arriving in  the  area termed today the  Czech Republic probably since 
the end of  the 14th century. Today we see several branches of  the Roma diaspora here. 
The  most distinctive and prominent group is  formed by  the  Olah Roma (approx. 10%). 
The most important and biggest group (approx. 80%) is formed by the Slovak Roma (called 
Rumungers). The rest are the original Czech Roma, the vast majority of whom were extermi-
nated in concentration camps, Hungarian Roma and, to a small degree, German Sinti who 
are strongly tied to families in Germany. 
1.1 Olah Roma
Olah Roma have been arriving on  the  land which forms today the Czech Republic since 
the second half of the 19th century from the Romanian-speaking part of Europe (the Ro-
manian principality of Wallachia whereby comes in the Slovak Roma dialect the term vla-
chike Roma (Czech variation „vlachy“). Olah call themselves vlašika Roma, the Czech modi-
#ed version – Olah came from the Hungarian „olaskí”). They are traditional nomadic Roma 
who were the  most a$ected by  the  ban on  the  nomadic way of  life of  1958. Today like 
before, the Olah community remais quite closed-in as regards relationships with the out-
side world. The Olah Roma look down with considerable disdain on other groups of Roma. 
The afore-mentioned stance may be the remains of ancient „caste barriers”. From the point 
of view of the Olah Roma other Roma demeaned their Romany origin by adapting. The term 
Rumungro  (Rumungers) by which the Olah Roma call almost all other – non-Olah Roma, is, 
therefore, logically accompanied by a distinct derogatory overtone. The Olah Roma com-
munity speaks only Romany – the use of their language is a question of pride. But the Olah 
Roma use a di$erent dialect of the Romany language than,say, the Slovak Romanies and, 
so, to all extents and purposes, cannot understand each other.
Some Romany families from this group are infamous as pickpockets and drug dealers. That 
is  one of  the  reasons the  problem of  drug abuse has become a  potent problem within 
the Olah Roma community. Olah Roma have so  far retained their own representatives – 
above all, their King whom they respect for his wisdom and authority.The group also rejects 
mental advancement as a majority conception – education. Thus far, Roma from the Olah 
clans and groups reject the signi#cance of school education vis á vis practical life. School 
attendance of their children is therefore poor, sometimes one sees that children who are 
dutybound to attend school do not even #nish the basic compulsory period.1

1 Horváthová, Jana: Olaši a Rumungri. In: Romano hangos, 3/2001, s. 7.
   Hübschmannová, Milena: Šaj pes dovakeras. Můžeme se domluvit. Olomouc 1993, s. 19.
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1.2 Slovak Roma
Slovak Roma who form the majority of the Roma population in the Czech Republic subdi-
vide further according to their locality or settlement from which they come from. In this 
group exist massive di$erences between individuals or speci#c families, and also between 
the older and younger generations. The di$erences apply to the social, cultural and edu-
cational levels and, by and large, determine the quality of  life of the  individuals or given 
families. Within this group we #nd individuals dependant on alcohol, one-arm bandits and 
drugs – like the members of the elite. And here we should look too for the Romany mid-
dle-class on whom the project Nestlings is  focused on and which is a key project which 
we put forward to the Czech public and to explore its options and impact within the terms 
of the BEAMS project. 
1.3 Olah Roma and Rumungers 
Although there are large di$erences (in particular) between the  Olah Roma and Slovak 
Roma (the institution of the King, „caste“  ties within the clan, physical appearance as well 
as in the way they dress and  in terms of their social customs), the majority of Czechs, and 
particularly the reporting media, do not di$erentiate in the least between these two groups. 
The majority then considers the Roma as one homogenous group and some of them call 
them disdainfully „Gypsies“. This term used by ethnic Czechs is perceived by some Roma 
as derogatory.
Only exceptionally does the reporting media di$erentiate the origin of Romas. For example, 
the news report in a regional daily with the heading „Olah King supposedly tried to stran-
gle a female Social Security administrator“2, also a report about the death of an Olah Roma 
Prince from Romania who almost drowned in Czechia whilst passing through with his fami-
ly and died in hospital three weeks later in a local hospital in the presence of all his relatives 
who camped in the hospital grounds received strong media coverage.3

2. The problem of social exclusion and media stereotypes

All Roma within the Czech Republic belong among the groups which are most a$ected 
by social exclusion with all the negative consequences this phenomenon entails. In par-
ticular, low level of  achievement within the  education systém, high levels of  unemploy-
ment and criminality. The Czech media then refers to the Roma just in two extreme con-
texts – in terms of positive stereotypes they are, thanks to talent competitions,  perceived 
as musically talented. Much more though prevails the negative media picture of the obese 
Roma man festooned with gold chains and arriving in a new Mercedes at the Unemplym-
ent O%ce to collect another round of muni#cent bene#ts meant for those most needy. .   
During the census of 2011 a total of 13 150 citizens claimed to belong to the Romany ethnic 
minority, but as their native tongue (or one of their native tongues) was claimed by a total 
2 http://moravskoslezsky.denik.cz/zlociny-a-soudy/napadeni_socialka_urednice_utok20110308.html
3 http://zpravy.idnes.cz/rumunsky-princ-zemrel-pred-nemocnici-truchli-jeho-pribuzni-pl1-/domaci.aspx?c=A090803_152117_
domaci_taj
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of 40 370 people. According to rough estimates from 2003 there are between 250 000 and 
300 000 Roma in the Czech Republic. These numbers clearly indicate that an o%cial alle-
giance to the Roma ethnicity is seen amongst the Roma themselves as a social stigma. 
 
3. Ukrainian minority in the Czech Republic

According to the Ministry of the Interior the Ukrainian minority in the Czech Republic has 
been growing fast over the last few years. Over the last #ve years the number of Ukrainians 
living permanently in the country has grown by a third. Whereas in 2007 32 600 Ukrain-
ians were allowed to  stay on  a  permanent basis, at  the  end of  November 2012 almost 
50 000 Ukrainians were given permission to stay permanently. This is made clear in Ministry 
of the Interior statistics. Altogether 106 040 Ukrainians resided legally in the Czech Republic. 
According to a Government report regarding ethnic minorities during 2010 Czechs looked 
upon Ukrainians dii$erently than was the  case a  few years ago. “The majority society 
no longer looks upon them as belonging to ‘ma#a’ gangs per se, similar prejudices only occur 
exceptionally and are certainly scarcer than in the 1990´s, The attitudes towards immigrants 
and workers from Carpathian Ruthenia are generally more welcoming than towards others. 
It seems that the hard-working ethos as well as higher level of education is responsible for 
this,” comments the Government report. The Ukrainian national minority in the Czech Re-
public is a respected, historically accepted, well-established minority. The position of these 
people and public opinion markedly worsened in the #rst post-revolution wave with the ar-
rival of new immigrants. The majority´s opinion is gradually changing, nonetheless preju-
dices still exist. That is also why the project Nestlings is focusing on one of its main heroes 
– Ukrainian boy called Váňa. The project also showed up prejudices which are prevalent 
between members of the two ethnic minorities towards the other. mentioned.

4. Marches against „anti-social elements“

The gravest problem faced by Czech Roma, as already mentioned, is social exclusion which 
according to the Annual Report Regarding the Situation of the Roma Minority from 2011 
where the consequences are heightened social tension and civil unrest due to the much in-
creased attention of the media. The report said that „the cause of the deteriorating situation 
was the overall worsening of the socio-economic situation of the local populace.“ The report 
continues that „the escalation of  problems could have been averted or  at least lessened 
in its impact if the local authorities had carried out vigorous policies early enough of social 
intergration of citizens theratened by social exclusion.“ Tangible steps by the Government, 
as part of the Strategy of the Struggle for Social Inclusion and the activities of the Agency 
for Social Inclusion, are, to be fair, seen in the a$ected areas, but in no way has there been 
a freeing of tension in society and  the situation as well as the social standing of the Roma 
is getting worse. 
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Anti-Romany sentiments in  the  Czech Republic are on  the  up, over the  last few years 
in the Czech Republic the extremists have invariably reacted to the media presentations 
relating to criminal activities of Roma people by calling anti-Roma marches. Strong public 
reactions have also been caused by events which later turned out to have been made up. 
For example, a Ukrainian lad who got himself seriously injured pinned the blame on an 
unknown Roma. Later it became clear that he had fabricated his story. This news though 
caused a strong backlash against the Roma throughout the Czech Republic and a seried 
of arson attacks against the Roma followed. 
„2011 was characterised by the growth of activities of extremist movements who exploit-
ed the  social exclusion of  Roma people as  a  topic of  their propaganda. Part and parcel 
of  the  campaigns of  these groupings was the  linking up  of the  Romany minority with 
a certain type of criminal activity or with increased criminality in certain local areas. Even 
some local politicians resorted to anti-Romany rhetoric. Right-wing extremists, whose most 
prominent representative was in 2011 the Workers Party of Social Justice (DSSS), also joined 
in public protestations whose instigators were often citizens of the a$ected towns and vil-
lages. In  2011 one can, using the Statistical Record of Criminality, discern 69 criminal acts 
motivated by hate against the Roma. The security situation of the Roma was in'uenced 
by  several events which, following media attention, negatively in'uenced public opin-
ion and the public´s attitude towards the Roma.“4 One of the most serious was the brutal 
machete attack by a group of Roma men on users of a non-stop gambling bar, the rape 
of a young woman and the lynching of a young boy from a children´s home. Further, very 
negatively was received the recent news of the birth of Roma quins and the family is facing 
right to this day hate attacks on the basis of a biased report about the advantages which 
this family will supposedly gain from the State at the expense of Czech families.  
Participation at anti-Roma demonstrations is today no longer just a matter for the extremists 
but frustrated citizens also take part as they feel that Roma are given prefrential treatment 
at their expense A classic example was a DSSS demonstration on 11 May aimed against 
immigrants and anti-social people. Against this event a counter-demonstration was organ-
ised under the name of „Brno blockade“ as an expression of derision against the neo-Nazis 
and with more than 1 000 people taking part. Thanks to the police manoeuvres no mass af-
frays nor attacks took place. In certain other deprived localities in the region disorderly con-
duct and con'icts between the Roma and other citizens did take place.  As one of the parts 
of the Nestlings project we devoted ourselves speci#cally to this event which we caught 
through the eyes of children who live in this locality. A confrontation with a classical report-
ing approach shows an utterly di$erent perception and interpretation of the same reality. 
The Nestlings project is valuable because of its distinct perspective and its aim to change 
the run-of-the-mill method of media coverage aimed at the Roma and Ukrainian minorities 
using negative journalistic campaigns which often evaluates Roma criminality and its real 
impact completely out of context and creates strong emotional responses and frustration 
in socially excluded localities and their neighbouring areas.
4 http://www.vlada.cz/cz/ppov/zalezitosti-romske-komunity/aktuality/zprava-o-stavu-romske-mensiny-v-cr-za-rok-2011-100979/
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5. Mass media and ´anti-gypsyism´ in the Czech Republic

According to the news server Romea.cz5 most of the mass-media fails when it comes to re-
porting of the Roma. Some don´t even hide their racism any longer – that concerns in par-
ticular some regional dailies.   
Server Romea.cz considers that the  media consciously contributes to  the  worsening at-
mosphere in society by unethical and unobjective reporting, often they provide slanted in-
formation and with an anti-Roma bias. Increasingly the Czech media negatively in'uences 
public opinion in their attitudes towards the Roma. 
Most often they do so in the following ways: 
they publish totally made-up or unveri#ed reports regarding the Roma
they publish a declaration by a publicly active person, a politician in the main, who makes 
a verbal attack on the Roma and/or they do not allow representatives of a NGO any kind 
of response to such a declaration.¨
newspapermen often make sweeping statements, often regarding the  perpetration 
of a criminal act by an individual whereby they refer to the Roma community as a whole. 
Most of the media normally inform about criminal acts carried out by Romanies and point 
out their ohnic origin whereas a criminal act carried out by members of the majority pop-
ulation are not branded in terms of their ethnic origin. In refering to the Roma they use 
terms which are perjorative in their common use, for example: „untouchable“, „anti-social“, 
„Gypsy“. Often this is tied to negative forms of behaviour. 
Server Romea.cz focused on the role of the media where the stories were found to be false. 
The number of cases, where the core of the story was fabricated in terms of someone hav-
ing been assaulted by Romanies, has been growing. The most well-known case in 2012 was 
the so-called „Břeclav lie“. Petr (15years of age) invented that he had been attacked by Ro-
manies, as a result a demonstration took place in Břeclav where the extremists were joined 
by local people. Only then did the lad admit that his injuries were caused by an accident 
of his own making. The negative role of the média lay in the fact that in every such case 
the claim made by one of the interested parties (the majority one) was accepted as the truth 
without any kind of veri#cation or enabling the other side to comment. It was the media 
itself which in similar cases contributed to the enormous surge in negative emotions and, 
as a result, to subsequent ant-Roma breaches of the peace and violence.  The most recent 
news is the mass dissemination of a supposed  „classi#ed“ research regarding the Roma 
in the Czech Republic (see below) from which the Sociological Institute of the Czech Acad-
emy of Sciences has #rmly distanced itself. This supposed research has been made use of by 
several Czech online dailies and blogs and sums up data containing the most extreme prej-
udices and stereotypes which prevail about the Roma in the Czech Republic.

 
5 http://www.romea.cz/dokumenty/ROMEA-zprava-2012.pdf
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General statistics (false research)
3 % population are Gypsies 286 000

28 % live in northern Bohemia 80 000

21 % others in northern Moravia 60 000

51 % rest distributed throughout the Republic 146 000

Social situation
NULL average number within a family 6,9 citizens

NULL living space per Gypsy 5,8 m2

NULL (for comparison: minimum living space for a prisoner) 3,5 m2

47 % no. of 'ats occupied by Gypsies without a 'ushing toilet 19 500

Birth rate
32 % Marriage in certain Roma groups between close relatives 92 000

6 % Gypsy girls giving birth for the #rst time between 14 and 16 years 8 600

19 % Gypsy girls giving birth lfor the #rst time at 16 years 27 000

61 % children placed in homes who are of Roma origin NULL

Education
50,5 % Gypsy children placed in a Special School 103 000

22 % Gypsy children already fail in the 1st grade 45 000

25 %
Gypsy children 6-7 years within the verbal insu%ciencyrange (cannot express them-
selves.) 123 000

56 % Gypsies who have not #nished their basic education (8th grade) 160 000

32,7 % Gypsies who have just basic education 94 000

8 % Gypsies with apprenticeships 23 000

2,72 % Gypsies who have some kind of college education 7 800

0,81 % Gypsies who graduate from University 2 400

Employment
82 % unemployed Gypsies because of lack of education 235 000

61 % Gypsies unemployed for longer than 3 years 175 000

34 % adult Gypsies making a living illegally 69 000

Proven con'icts with the Law, criminality
59,6 % adult Gypsy prisoners in jails NULL

71 % Gypsies contributing to criminality (in certain areas up to 95 %) 203 000

Prostitution
37 % Gypsy street prostitutes NULL

21 % Gypsy street prostitutes whose pimp is a close relative (1st or 2nd generation)
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Government report about the situation of the state of the Roma minority in the Czech Re-
bublic in  2011: http://www.vlada.cz/cz/ppov/zalezitosti-romske-komunity/aktuality/zpra-
va-o-stavu-romske-mensiny-v-cr-za-rok-2011-100979/

Government report about the situation of the Ukrainian minority in the Czech Republic: 
http://www.vlada.cz/cz/ppov/rnm/mensiny/ukrajinska-narodnostni-mensina-16159/

Report by the Institute of Sociology of the Czech Republic regarding the falsi#cation of data 
in research relating to the Roma:
http://www.soc.cas.cz/articles/cz/20011/6771/Bloggeri-siri-hoax-o-Romech-zfalsovane-
statistiky-prisuzuji-Sociologickemu-ustavu-AV-CR.html
An  interview about the  Nestlings project with the  news server Romea.cz: http://www.
romea.cz/cz/zpravodajstvi/domaci/reziserka-kamila-zlatuskova-ptacata-jsou-urcena-ze-
jmena-k-dialogu-s-lidmi-kteri-trpi-predsudky-anticiganismus-nabral

Report by the news server Romea.cz about the state of the Roma minority in the Czech 
Republic in 2013:
http://www.romea.cz/dokumenty/ROMEA-zprava-2012.pdf

6. NESTLINGS
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6. 1. First Czech TV docu-soap Nestlings  (16 partsx26 minutes, 2010, Czech Television)
Nestlings is a series which was shown on the public service Czech Television in 2010. Just 
now Czech Televiosion is  broadcasting a  rerun. The  series concerns an  engaging format 
of a docu-soap about a school classroom who have in commom their social background, 
a ghetto into which they were born and in which they live. From the point of view of TV 
reproduction we are not dealing with a mainstream production and the TV station placed 
the premiere on the second channel on a prime-time Friday evening at 21.00.  
A diverse group of children predominantly of Roma origin who were, right at the begin-
ning in the 1st grade, placed in a separate class to mollify the prejudices of the non-Roma 
parents.  The basic aim of the series is the breaking down of similar xenophobic notions 
held by the majority society by means of situational probes into the lives of these kids and 
their families. In the last few yeras racist attacks have been on the increase, particularly fo-
cused on Roma people. Hate was shown most starkly in the arson attacks on a Roma family 
in Vítkov in 2008. Publicist, Jan Štern, in an analysis of the present situation within Czech 
Television, “what has Czech Television done within its production to hinder the arsonists 
throwing a Molotov cocktail into the house of a Roma family in Vítkov?” (8. 2. 2010), and this 
documentary series should also have had a prominent part to play in the polemic of deal-
ing with the situation of the Roma people in the Czech Republic and the picture in the me-
dia of the Roma generally. As has been mentioned above, most of the majority population 
of the Czech Republic views the Roma, Ukrainians and other minorities in a stereotypical 
way and often with deep contempt and preconceptions. Because the main protagonists 
of Nestlings are eight-year old children the makers of the series assumed that the feelings 
of the viewers towards individual characters would be facilitated by one´s own mirror im-
age, own experiences where they recognise themselves or their o$spring. As part of this 
projection we see the development and extension of the subject and more detailed ac-
quaintance with the environment in which the children live. Also a focus on their problems, 
dreams and goals – in the context of a child´s perception of the world. This will be done 
by means of everyday situations caught by small cameras which they had at their disposal.

Nestlings also serve as a long-term project – thanks to a shoot over a long time the children 
are supported in their favourite freetime activities, they can travel together with their par-
ents and in an untraditional way gain new knowledge and experience in their relationship 
with their classmates, family and society in general  – see WS3. 

6.2. Subject: 
Series observed a group of children whose background and environment have made them 
automatic outsiders. As the dramaturge Jan Gogola writes: “An attempt to depict a unique 
world of children characters on the edge of society or The Future of Society on the Periph-
ery.” On the other hand, Czech Television provided conditions and space to these outsiders 
(through the  Nestlings project) in  order to  prove to  all and sundry that one should not 
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underestimate them. The fundamental question arises whether the outsider, if  in receipt 
of sound care, attention and motivation, can overcome prejudices which from the word 
go latently hinder him/her to achieve any kind of potential. Where is the hidden problem 
in which even development psychology is unclear? Is  the environment the determining 
factor? Laziness? Genetical inclinations or disinclinations? The attitudes of the majority so-
ciety? Children and parents destroy steretypical perceptions of a member of the Roma mi-
nority – see the  false sociological research above. The one positive stereotype prevalent 
in society is the misledaing notion that all Roma are musically talented, or, alternatively, 
Ukrainians are grafters with low education and without ambition. . The series did not have 
the parameters of research and thus it was not possible to give concrete answers to ques-
tions how and why is the situation of minorities in the Czech Republic in the last few years 
so desperate. For example, a qualitative, that is measurable, piece of research would ideály 
also observe a parallel class, the foundation being, for example, the same starting condi-
tions and the monitoring of speci#c aspects – for example, progress in reading when using 
agreed pedagogical/motivational methodologies.  A  more attractive technique in  terms 
of a new docu-soap genre, elementary development of the story of the class with a nar-
rative value exceeding our experience, distinctive characters and a long-term relationship 
with the viewing public – all that, according to expectations, should have sketched out and 
coloured in the crucial themes – an insight into the unknown world of unfamiliar children 
who grow up in a very di$erent environment to ours.

6.3. Conceptions and subjects of individual episodes:
Taking into account the circumstances described above the makers played the role of insti-
gators of the plot which unfolded on the basis of framework situations prepared for the chil-
dren. The environment in which it was possible to observe children of the necessary age 
and desired social conditions was clear – school as well as freetime activities (more or less 
attained and, more or less, supported by the parents). The role of the #lm-makers was, in this 
respect, was that of  stimulators and developers – for example, the  election of  the  class 
chairman, which would have probably occurred even without the presence of cameras, had 
conditions set by the #lm-makers from which speci#c situations should arise which are im-
portant for the depiction of individual child characters, and the class as a whole.
The second part are events which would never have taken place without the intervention 
of the crew – from a school trip to the countryside (without a #nancial contribution by Czech 
TV the children wouldn´t have gone anywhere, the school having set, under normal condi-
tions unpractical yet logical, minimum of 10 children as participants), a two-month course 
in drama-therapy, right up to a quite unique experiences such as a festive dinner in formal 
dress, a visit to Prague or a trip to the seaside.
A  topic of  its own improtance is  the existence and use of small cameras which the chil-
dren learnt to operate in the #rst episode. Their role was observer-investigative. Through 
the use of small cameras the audience has the opportunity to take a look at surroundings 
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and situations which should bring us new substantive accounts from within the intimate 
space of all homes and families enriched by the re'ection regarding shots created by our 
children-directors.
In the Nestlings project Roma people are not depicted stereotypically - frequency presence 
of stereotype is thus LOW>30%

6.4. Characters in the series – presentation for the viewers 

PATRIK 
An impulsive lad with a sincere nature who, though, is quick to use his physical attributes. 
He considers strength his greatest asset. Other boys respect him but don´t always take him 
seriously. Patrik is the youngest of three, his older sister will soon make him an uncle. His 
mum Lenka is a quali#ed nurse. At the moment she´s working as a cleaner. His father Pavel 
takes care of trolleys at a shopping centre. Patrik loves weapons, action and horror mores. 
Lives in the same house as David and Váňa and in class is best of friends with Ája.

ALENKA 
Petite and sweet, Alenka scratches, bites and likes to  tell tales about others. Perhaps 
that´s the reason she sits by herself in the #rst row. When during games or teaching les-
sons Nestlings are meant to split into twos she tends to be the one left by herself. Alen-
ka is  Jana´s cousin and lives together with other relatives in  a  house belonging to  her 
grandfather. The  house is  due to  be demolished and it  is unclear what will happen 
to the family. Alenka often feels embarrassed and is #xated on her parents. When she lets 
her hair down she manages to  surprise with a  #ne sense of  humour. Her mother Dana, 
together with Jana´s mother, looks after the  sick grandpa and grandma. Alenka´s fa-
ther works as a plumber. Alenka has followed in her father´s footsteps by  falling in  love 
with Michael Jackson and diligently trains at  home his dance moves and creations.  
 
VÁŇA 
Top pupil, eternal optimist and grafter. For two years Váňa has lived with his brother Eda 
and his parents in the Czech Republic. They came from the Ukraine seeking a better life. 
Váňa loves mathematics and his great dream is to become a top gymnast. He´d like to be 
better o$ than his father Ivan who works from morning ´til night and at weekends. Váňa 
would love to help his father, so, he wouldn´t have to work so much. Váňa´s idealises his fa-
ther. Lives in the same house as Patrik and David. Váňa has got used to the life in the Czech 
Republic but likes to return to the Ukraine although he hates 'ying and hates the tiring 
journey by road too. Hos best friend is Janek.
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ÁJA 
Ája is Patrik´s friend and they form an inseparable pair. In class is an average pupil but there 
is a #erce battle for his favours. Both Alenka and Jana like Ája. Ája, whose proper name is Al-
exandr or Saša, isn´t much of a talker but can amuse with his mimicry which even Jim Carey 
wouldn´t have to be ashamed of. Ája has a younger sister and brother. Mother Simona is on 
maternity leave, father Alex is a labourer.  

JANEK
Janek´s nickname Troy comes from the name of the main protagonist in the #lm High School 
Musical. This #lm, as well as Hannah Montana, de#nitely make up the two most favorite 
mores of the Nestlings. Like Troy, Janek is nifty at basketball and loves the top girl pupils 
in the class, Claudia (Gabriela). Janek has three siblings, Erika, Gina and Maruška who was 
born at Christmas 2009. Janek´s father Honza works as an excavator operator and mother 
Erika is on maternity leave. At school Janek gets on best with Váňa. 

SÁRA
Sára is an impish, happy, yet often introverted child. Not one day passes when she doesn´t 
forget something. Most often her satchel in which she carries her things. Often one #nds 
it hard to understand what she is saying not least because it tends to get lost in her unmis-
takable laughter. Sára has two younger siblings, brother Dominik and sister Žanetka. Her fa-
ther is unemployed at present, her mother is on maternity leave. They all live in a small 1+1 
'at into which they just about squeeze in. That maybe the reason why Sára is quite modest 
in her demands. She is easy-going and is friends mainly with Míša and Claudie.

ROMAN
Another of  the  one-o$ ,,mavericks“ amongst the  Nestlings whose trademark  are three 
stripes on his clothing and surprising one-liners. Roman is one of the few in the class not 
afraid of Patrik. Often he opposes him and with his sense of humour isn´t afraid to have a 
go at anybody. He doesn´t usually take part in Nestlings shoots which are outside of town. 
He is pretty #xated on his mother with whom he spends a lot of time, his father is in prison. 
It is a sore subject for Roman and he refuses to discuss it. Recently a brother Sebastian was 
born. An  interesting character within the family is Roman´s grandmother, a sympathetic, 
gutsy and energetic woman whose in'uence on Roman is very positive. 

LUKÁŠ
According to his results quiet Lukáš is one of the most gifted pupils in the class. His only 
weakness is P.E: and is often ill. He is used to spending a lot of time at home with his parents 
where he swots up and reads. He  is also keen on music and his dream is to learn to play 
the saxophone. He is friends with everyone in the class, often he can be found in the com-
pany of quiet Monika who lives in the same house as him.
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MONIKA
With Lukáš she forms an inseparable pair. Like him she is very quiet, has good marks and 
doesn´t misbehave. Monika has two older brothers. She hardly ever takes part in Nestlings 
shoots outside of town. Her mother is the caretaker of their house, her father is unemployed.

ONDRA
Ondra is one of the most popular lads in the class. He is adored by Míša but also by several 
other girls. At school Ondra is one of the most able pupils but does manage to act up as 
well. He has an older sister and a younger brother. His mother is on maternity leave, his 
stepfather is a driver.

DAVID
David joined the Nestlings at the beginning of the 2nd grade. Until then he atended anoth-
er school where he had problems with his work, not least because the teacher there was 
very strict. He and his parents took that as a consequence of being dark-skinned. David´s fa-
ther is an amateur musician who is in business, his mother works as a cleaner. David´s older 
sister Simona should have taken part in MISS ROMA but as she is only half-Roma she didn´t 
reach the last round.  David is very bright although an unceasing fatalist who surprises with 
his ability to express himself. Is often ill. Lives in the same house as Váňa and Patrik. 

LENKA
Happy-go-lucky Lenka is  always where the  action is. Mostly though she is  the  observer 
not the mover of things. Her brother Aleš is three years older, her mother is unemployed. 
Amongst the  Nestlings she is  one with problems with her schoolwork. She is  in danger 
of being placed in a special dyslexic class. 
 
CLAUDIE
Sympathetiuc green-eyed Claudie is ambitious, she is one of the most diligent and able 
pupils in the class. She has one older and one younger sister, her mother´s maternity leave 
is about to #nish. Her father is unemployed at the moment. Claudie´s best mate is Míša al-
though their friendship has its ups-and-downs as is normal with lassies of this age. As Janek 
is  often called Troy, from the  #lm High School Musical, then Claudie is  often compared 
to the beautiful mathematician Gabriela from that same #lm.  

MÍŠA
Stubborn dancer Míša is always able to draw attention to herself, is one of the most com-
municative and chatty of Nestlings. Her father, who is a bricklayer by trade amd likes to play 
the  saxophone, works as  a  consultant for IQ  Roma Servis, an  organisation specialising 
in providing help to Roma people to #nd work and in dealing with other problems. Míša 
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has a younger brother and sister. Her best friend is Claudie, the third in the group tends 
to be Sára. 

JANA
Jana, like Patrik, is  one of  the  most striking children in  the  class. Her wild nature often 
compicates her life as well as those around her, almost always goes against the 'ow and 
it´s not easy to #nd a calm moment when she isn´t messing about. Alenka is her cousin. 
When she was four her mother Věra took her from a Children´s Home and adopted her. 
Her father Vojta´s hobby is tattooing, works as a labourer. Within the classroom Jana func-
tions totally independently of anyone else, isn´t part of any group, an uncontrollable spirit. 
In the words of her mother Jana, when at home she is to be found everywhere. On best 
terms with the tight-lipped Růženka.  

RŮŽENKA
Quiet Růženka hardly ever gives away what she thinks. Mostly she just quietly gets on with 
it, doesn´t interrupt, but nor does she get involved and prefers to  observe. She rarely 
is gets unsettled or allows her adrenalin level to rise. She isn´t one of the most able pupils 
in the class but she really enjoys going to school as well as taking part in trips. 

TEACHER JARMILA
Specialises over a long-term period in bringing up and educating children from deprived 
socio-cultural backgrounds. She has undergone a  whole series of  seminars, study visits, 
lectures and internships. It was she who drew her daughter´s attention to this class. Her 
daughter is a #lm director and thus the project Nestlings came about.
2003–2006: international training programme (accredited) „C. R. Rogers´ Consultancy and 
Psychotherapy“
2002–2004: internatioanl training programme (accredited) „Reuven Feuerstein´s Pro-
gramme of Instrumental Enrichment“ – aimed at developing cognitive abilities of school-
children
1999: study visit to Brixen, Professor Hellbrug´s courses for a model Montessori School
1997–1999: participant in courses „Drama Act Teaching“ organised by the British Council
1998: participant at Dalton Association events, study visit the Dalton School in Utrecht
1996: grant – Eisenhower Exchanges Multination Program in USA – „Inclusion Model for 
Children with Disabilities in Elementary School Education“
1990–1992: course in the Roma language at the J.A Komenský Academy
1992: study visits at schools in Hirshals (Denmark), participant at a conference „Catch the Fu-
ture“ focusing on education in European countries
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7. 1. An interview with Alena Müllerová, Creative Producer in Czech Television

*How and why did the series Nestlings come about?
Czech Television is a public service provider and it should tackle such themes. In particular, 
when the social situation has become more tense, as lately we can all see around us. Nest-
lings is a unique project which should smooth the way to a dialogue between the minority 
and the majority. How is  it possible that people are even capable of condemning young 
children? Social prejudices put hurdles in their way. And not only regarding education but 
in terms of day-to-day activities. Television, as an instrument of mass communication, has 
the task of putting on the table an agenda of topics which are of importance. And, further, 
to testify from a variety of angles, not just in terms of reportage. The world of the minority 
through the eyes of children is an excellent idea which, as a producer, I supported enthusi-
astically, and taking into account the positive appreciation thus far by professionals, critics 
and viewers it is something I do not regret. 
(Note: The programme has been nominated for the European CIVIS Media Prize and it re-
ceived an  award, Gypsy Spirit, from the  Government Central O%ce in  the  section Act 
of the Year). 

*Was the series successful in terms of viewing 'gures?
Taking into account the  transmission slot the  results were above average. Particularly 
the 13th episode when the children visited the most well known Roma ghetto in our coun-
try. But, together with the creators of the programme, we became convinced that Czech Tel-
evision is aiming at a better educated public on its second channel. And such an audience 
is less a$ected by prejudice. Many university-based professionals got in touch with us from 
a variety of faculties – special and social pedagogy, multicultural education, psychology, so-
ciology and politics of social work. Although the responses were extremely positive we end-
ed up feeling of trying to talk round the already converted and that our intended viewer 
had slipped through the net. Because he/she is looking at the #rst (more popular) channel 
or programmes shown by the commercial channels. Change  occurred when the children 
appeared as guests of a Sunday show. Several hundred new fans added themselves on to 
the show´s Facebook page, most we gather were teenagers. Letters and messages of ap-
preciation began to be received by Nestlings. The series was accepted by the children´s #lm 
festival in Zlín where 250 children saw three picked episodes and it was the most successful 
showing of all the public projections done. The children were entertained and were inter-
ested in the fate of the children even though there is actually no Roma community in Zlín, 
although they did have several Ukrainian schoolmates in their classes.  

*So, the children identi'ed themselves with the characters?
Yes, the level to which they identi#ed themselves plays a major role. And, at the same time, 
we realised that a programme aimed at children must be produced exactly the same way 
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as if it concerned adults. Children must not be underestimated and, on the contrary, they 
appreciate that you are dealing with them on the level – on an equal basis.  

*How successful are you in pushing through the subject of minorities into Czech Tel-
evision´s broadcasting? 
I think we are successful in this regard, but it always depends on the abilities of the #lm-mak-
ers. A seemingly superb topic may be badly utilized and not only will it not help the situation 
but the viewers will be put o$ or even angered. To the contrary, as was the case of Nestlings, 
one can say that thanks to the untraditional format, high quality treatment and the actual 
theme of a children´s perspective of the world managed to persuade some of the viewers 
that the world out there is complex and black-and-white condemnations have no place 
in it.

*Did you also come across negative reactions?
Unfortunately, yes. Some visitors to the web pages reacted extremely coarsely and threat-
ened the #lm-makers as well as the children. We passed all the racist contributions to our 
Legal Department which pressed the police for charges to be proceeded with. We didn´t 
publicise this aspect though, in order not to make things even worse. In the end, the police 
did not pursue the matter.

7.2.  An interview with Kamila Zlatušková, scriptwriter and director of Nestlings.6

*Docu-soap is in Czechia a new genre – simplifying it, a combination of a documenta-
ry and a series. But it´s not really that simple. How would you de'ne the genre?                         
For me, a docu-soap is the symbiosis of a longitudinal (long-term) documentary in a series 
form and, additionally, with some aspects of  a  reality show. Not the  sensationalist ones 
like in the trashy shows like Big Brother, but rather a certain potency which helps to move 
the plot on. Ideally one would have cameras everywhere for most part of the day but we did-
n´t have the resources for that. Furthermore, in our case it was meant to be a public TV ser-
vice docu-soap with a serious theme which in some way resonates in society. So, we chose 
a  form whereby we made the children co-makers by producing shots from small digital 
cameras, we have the documentary narration enriched by a rather unusual commentary 
which, to some degree, guides the viewer. We are thus moulding a tale which spills across 
from episode to episode and taunts the series viewer´s curiosity to encourage him to watch 
the next episode.
 
*What came 'rst, the idea to try out a new genre, the docu-soap, or the strong subject 
in the guise of an involuntary, arti'cially formed Roma class?                                                                       
Originally it should have been a full-length documentary, ideály a long-term one. The fact 
we made a team decision in the end to produce a docu-soap happened by chance. In 2010 
6 http://www.romea.cz/cz/zpravy/ptacata-jsou-acka-nad-docu-soap-o-romske-tride-s-jeho-spolureziserkou-zlatuskovou
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Czech Television declared the year as The Year of the Child and the producer, Alena Mül-
lerová, was open to the idea. When taken together, an ideal platform to try put something 
unusual and worthwhile. 
 
*And the subject?                                                                                                                                                
That was attractive from the word go. I knew about the situation in the classroom where 
thanks to a petition signed by the non-Roma parents the class ended just with Roma chil-
dren (bar three), I knew about it #rst hand – from my mother who taught them. Further, 
we were both delighted by the series ´Why We Need Democracy´, speci#cally about an ep-
isode from a Chinese classroom which is voting its Chairman. The subject of children who 
found themselves involuntarily together here, at  the starting line someone immediately 
labelled them as losers, that simply demanded to be tackled. The only question was how.

*The very elements of the reality show you´ve mentioned are one of the controver-
sies in  Nestlings. Well known Roma personalities, like reporter Richard Samko and 
the singer Gipsy, meet the children. You are the instigators of competitions and trips 
and thus you give rise to certain situations. It must cross the viewer´s mind as to what 
would have happened there if you did not intervene.                                                                                        
In the team we actually have a proponent of this non-intervention approach which, in many 
ways, is close to a reality show, but if you ignore the #nancial considerations there is still 
one fundamental aspect… children. If a #ght breaks out in front of the camera, an argu-
ment, a tense situation, you cannot as an adult just look on and keep #lming. We discussed 
it with a child psychologist and our intervention from the position of an adult is necessary. 
The other thing is that the series has a subtitle, „We´re No Second-Raters“, and we want-
ed to  show this to  the  viewers. Nestlings are obliging, sweet, wild, spontanneous, quick 
to learn, simply they´re like any other children and we just created the props which help 
to manifest it.  The children developed the plot themselves. Like when they competed for 
several weeks for a locked box full of Lego blocks. When, having got it using collective skills, 
one little boy came up and said they should give it to sick children. That was his idea and 
he bowled us over. On the basis of that an episode was created where the children go and 
donate a box of Lego to their peers lying in hospital.

*Have you come up against reactions that if you hadn´t motivated them by Lego com-
petitions they wouldn´t have attended any hobby classes nor ful'll the tasks given to 
them?                                                                                    
I expected this reaction but we haven´t come up against it at all. Some of the children were 
involved in freetime aqctivities before, their parents were actively showing an interest about 
what they got up to. Some children didn´t attend anything, but one has to take on board 
here that they come from deprived families and the cost of various freetime activities are 
simply beyond their reach. Furthermore, their teacher, in co-operation with the  local vic-
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arage, had organised extra tuition for the kids, so, lots of things were going on and upand 
running without our involvement.

*Are you not worried that the 'lming will a"ect the children negatively and, to the con-
trary, will exclude them from society even more?                                                                                                                                      
Originally I didn´t want any discussions on the programme´s webpages, but even so we 
couldn´t have stopped such responses. I think we discuss it with the children and the par-
ents to such an extent, from all possible sides and constantly, that we are really trying to limit 
any such negative repercussions. We also think all the time about the fact that we are #lming 
children and not adults. So, we mull over the consequences for them. In their trust they di-
vulge something unpleasant within the family, that though does not appear on the screen 
but it is something we deal  – without the participation of the viewer. That is the borderline 
beyond which, due to their age, we cannot go beyond. 

*Nestlings remind one of  a  social experiment. As  if you wanted to  show the  Czech 
majority society that if children from deprived families are given normal opportuni-
ties like that of the middle-class kids have they attain similar results. In other words, 
that the lack of education of Roma from socially excluded localities is not a question 
of their ethnicity but the conditions that they grow up in. Is the aim of Nestlings to ed-
ucate Czech society?                                                                 
I refused right from the beginning for us to become white missionaries who save the chil-
dren and show them the right path worth following. The motivation of the interventions 
was not to change the children but it acted as a kind of an accelerator of the story which, 
taking into account that it was impossible to #lm the children from morning until night, 
it was necessary. I think that even without it the children would show they are just „nor-
mal“ kids, and that´s the aim of Nestlings which Czech society should take on board, Whilst 
we are bringing them into situations they probably wouldn´t #nd themselves in they react 
without being corrected, independently of us. For example, we took them into an infamous 
Roma ghetto, the point of the episode was the in'uence of the environment on me (and 
vice versa) in which I live on three levels – Chanov as the symbol of a ghetto, home envi-
ronment of the kids who were #lming themselves and a visit to a successful Roma entre-
preneur in his luxury villa. So, we placed them experimentally in certain situations but they 
transformed them through their child´s perspective into their tale.

*Was it di)cult to persuade the school, and above all, the parents of the Nestlings 
to allow you such a severe intervention into their privacy at home? 
The stance of  the Headmistress was really forthcoming, she was taken unawares herself 
by  the  a$air of  the  petition. She even came to  a  meeting of  the  parents where we  out-
lined our intention and she fully supported us. The parents agreed very quickly, gradually 
we gained their trust. I do not recollect one situation where there was con'ict – we always 
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talked  everything through in detail, with the children as well as their parents or the chil-
dren´s psychologist.

8. A review by the 'lm critic Irena Hejdová in the weekly magazine ´Týden´(´Week´)
Roma children with cameras take over Czech Television

Unique  and very successful documentary series on public service TV called Nestlings will 
spend sixteen evenings becoming aware of the world through the eyes of schoolchildren 
in an almost exclusively Roma class in Brno.  On 3 September at 20.55 it is de#nitely worth 
it to watch the second Czech Television channel. An unprecented series within the context 
of the Czech Republic will have its #rst episode. Not only because it uses the docu-soap 
genre which is something quite new to Czech TV, but also because of the purposeful fusion 
of the entertainment role with the educative one, the raw authenticity and uncomplicated 
pulling of the viewers heartstrings. Heroes of this new long-term documentary series made 
for Czech Television are, by and large, Roma children in the 2nd grade of a school in Brno. 
They ended up together in one class after the parents of the “white” children signed a peti-
tion saying they did not want Roma children as classmates for their own kids..
Apart from a  welcoming teacher, Jarmila, they were taken under the  wing of  a  Czech 
TV crew and, as a result, allowed the series Nestlings to come to life. Children from a social-
ly excluded Roma community were given small cameras into their hands and themselves 
are #lming their world and the  world of  their parents, school trips as  well as  situations 
which the #lm-makers set up themselves. One of the leading elements in the class is “whi-
tie” Patrik, cheeky Jana and a small Ukrainian, Váňa. “The project has great deal of support 
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within the television company,” commented the Chief Drama Producer Alena Müllerová. “It 
is a typical programme from a public service television, moreover tackling important social 
contexts.”
One can de#nitely agree with that. Thus far, a 16 part series opens for the majority public 
a door to the world outside which is exotic and, at the same time, from the child´s perspec-
tive strangey poetical and moving. Taking into account the hyperactivity shown by children 
present at Thursday´s Press showing of the series one can assume that to create such a pow-
erful piece of work was no easy matter. Th fact is that the documentary makers would like 
to track the children of 2B further. They also signi#cantly channel their lives – together with 
the teacher, Jarmila, they involve even the up to now lax parents into the work of the class, 
send children to hobby activities or simply with the use of the camera teach them to get 
to know themselves and the world at large. The result is unique and its interpretation turin-
ing it into a very powerful series which for all its unobtrusiveness is a genuine ´happening´ 
on Czech TV screens.

9.  Possible 'elds of impact and continued activities for  WS2

The #lm-makers assumed that the series, thanks to its content and a fresh format, may attarct 
a wider spectrum of the viewing public. Basic reference material of the #rst part will be pro-
vided on the programme´s webpages in the form of authentic re'ections by the viewers. 
This is  taken to  mean a  sample of  adult viewers (the target group 18+), and their posi-
tive or  negative reactions. In  the  second part of  the  report (WS2) we  will also deal with 
the assumption of the producer mentioned in the interview – that is that the programme 
could  appeal to the 8 – 12 years of age (primary school age) and we would compare it with 
the #nal report regarding viewing ratings of the #rst series and the structure of the viewing 
public. A #nal open meeting will confront children of the 8 – 12 age group with chosen 
episodes of the Nestlings series. The report will also integrate a new survey by SCIO7, which 
working with a sample of 1 600 children from Czech schools makes it clear that even at this 
tender age children are subject to strong prejudices, in particular as regards the Roma mi-
nority. The question then will remain whether to aim the communication strategy at chil-
dren whose set of values are in the process of being shaped and whether not to include 
in the children´s programming more programmes with a similar content and using an in-
novative style. 

 

7 http://www.scio.cz/1_download/Zprava_z_pruzkumu_Multipolis_13-07.pdf


